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These low cost sensors connect directly with computers,
Chromebooks, iOS and Android devices via Bluetooth or USB.

Go Direct Sensors are perfect for educations who need an
affordable solution that includes free software and all in one
sensors.

Teacher Friendly, Student Centred
● Free Graphical Analysis 4 App
● Over 30 Go Direct sensors available, with more to

released throughout the year
● Backed by excellent service from IDS

NO INTERFACE REQUIRED

New Graphical Analysis™ 4 Software

Data Collection
● Collect from multiple sensors simultaneously
● Select time based or events based data

collection
● Adjust data collection and duration as

needed

Data Analysis
● Display 1, 2 or 3 graphs as needed
● Set the graph scale
● Fit lines and curves to your data
● Define calculated columns based on sensor

columns.
● Highlight and read values from the graph
● Interpolate and extrapolate using graphed

data
● Calculate descriptive statistics

AVAILABLE AS A FREE DOWNLOAD

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/ga4
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FREE Graphical Analysis™ 4, LabQuest 2 App

Compatible
platforms

Software

Connects via USB or Bluetooth 4.2  to your deviceConnection

Chromebook™

Computer (Windows or Mac)

iOS Device

Android™ device

LabQuest 2



Go Direct™ Projectile Launcher
Investigate two-dimensional kinematics
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Order Code: VR152768X £609

Use the Go Direct Projectile Launcher to investigate important concepts in two-dimensional kinematics. Its unique pneumatic
launching system provides excellent repeatability, launching steel balls at angles between 0 and 90 degrees and over distances of
2.5m. Built-in photogates provide easy and accurate measurement of the ball’s launch speed and built-in accelerometers report
launch angle, allowing for precise quantitative analysis of projectile motion.

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/152768

Use this sensor in a variety of experiments:
● Investigate the independence of the horizontal and

vertical motion
● Use the photogates to measure launch velocity
● Knowing the launch velocity, predict the landing

point when a ball is launched horizontally from a
table top

● Knowing the launch velocity and launch angle,
predict the landing point when a ball is launched at
an angle on a lab table

● Knowing the launch velocity and launch angle,
launch a ball through a horizontal or vertical hoop

● Investigate projectile range as a function of launch
angle

● Determine which launch angles give the same range
● Determine which launch angle gives the maximum

range
● Investigate the repeatability of the launcher
● Use the launcher, a video camera and the video

features of Logger Pro to observe the launch path
● Given a specific launch distance, calculate the launch

velocity needed to hit the target. Use the photogates
to set the device to that launch velocity and test
your prediction.

Vernier Projectile Launcher

Use the Vernier Projectile Launcher to investigate important concepts in two-
dimensional kinematics. Launch steel balls at angles between 0 and 70 degrees
and over distances up to 2.5 m.

The solid, heavy base is provides an easy-to-use and reliable setup. A unique
pneumatic launching system provides excellent repeatability and allows you to set
the launch speed.

Built-in photogates and angle markings provide easy and accurate measurement
of the ball’s launch velocity, allowing for precise quantitative analysis of projectile
motion. Simply plug the device into a compatible data logging interface.

Requires interface or power supply (sold separately)

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/127064
*Warranty excludes battery

Order Code: VR127064X Price: £506

5 year
Warranty*

5 year
Warranty



Go Direct™ Centripetal Force Apparatus
Explore Rotational Dynamics
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For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/158128

*Warranty excludes battery

Order Code: VR158128X   Price: £406

What’s Included:

● Base with adjustable feet
● Bearing and spindle
● Rotating beam
● Loop attachment to connect force sensor to mass carriage
● Bracket to provide position indicator for sensor
● Long screw and nut assembly to connect sensor to beam
● Mass carriage with thumb screws
● Mass carriage with bearings
● 50 g masses (4)
● 100 g masses (4) Linearized data for a rotating mass. What are the units of the slope of the line?

Can your students predict the mass given the position of the beam?

Centripetal Force Apparatus
Order Code: VR113512X   Price: £649
The Centripetal Force Apparatus allows you to investigate the relationship between centripetal force,
angular velocity, mass and radius. A force sensor measures the centripetal force exerted on a mass
as it moves in a circle.

A Photogate can be used to measure the angular speed. Different masses can be added to the
platform and positioned at variable radii. The platform can be driven by a falling mass.

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/113512

Use this sensor in a variety of experiments:
● Investigate circular motion by measuring centripetal acceleration in relation to the radius of rotation and angular

velocity.
● Explore rotational dynamics through an investigation of the force required to keep a mass in circular motion.
● Explore Newton’s second law, angular acceleration, and the moment of inertia as they relate to circular motion.

When students use the Go Direct Centripetal Force Apparatus with a Go Direct Force and Acceleration Sensor, they can conduct a
variety of rotational dynamics investigations with a single experiment setup. This combination easily measures angular velocity
and centripetal force and acceleration without the hassle of wires.

5 year
Warranty*

5 year
Warranty



Go Direct™ Photogate
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Go Direct™ Sound

*Warranty excludes battery

Easily measure velocity and acceleration!

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/152784

Capture and Evaluate Waveforms!

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/158096

Collect sound data wirelessly with the snap of your fingers.
With sound-triggered data collection, Go Direct® Sound
provides students with an easy way to capture and evaluate
waveforms. Measure wave amplitude and sound intensity level
at the same time to investigate the decibel scale, or take the
sensor outside the classroom to discover sounds in their
natural environment.

Order Code: VR158096X £121

Use this sensor in a variety of experiments:

● Speed of sound
● Tuning fork wavelength
● Tuning fork loudness decay
● Investigating beat Frequencies

Technical Specification
● Response: A- or C-weighted
● Range: 55–110 dB ±3 dB
● Sound Level Frequency Range: 30–10,000 Hz
● Microphone Level Frequency Range: 100 Hz to 15 kHz

Go Direct Photogate is a double-gate sensor that includes two photogates built into the arms of the sensor, which accurately
measures velocity and acceleration without the need to know anything about the geometry of the object.

Go Direct Photogate also includes a single laser gate for use with objects passing outside the arms of the sensor (required visible
laser light not included).

Order Code: VR152784X £121

Use this sensor can be used to study:

● Free fall
● Rolling objects
● Collisions
● Pendulums

5 year
Warranty*

5 year
Warranty*



Go Direct™ Motion
Motion Measurement Made Simple!
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Technical Specifications
● Maximum data collection rate: 30 samples/s
● Distances measured from 15 cm to 3 m
● Optional temperature compensation
● ¼-20 threaded hole for mounting on motion

detector clamp
● Resolution 1 mm

The Go Direct Motion Detector accurately tracks objects as close as 15 cm and as far away as 3 m. Its built-in temperature
compensation automatically adjusts for the difference in the speed of sound in cold and warm locations. Its unique design protects
the sensor from falling objects during simple harmonic motion or free fall experiments. It’s so flexible you could try mounting it to
the ceiling in the classroom and then drop a ball! Or get the student to hold it as they walk towards something!

Order Code: VR157424X £134

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/157424
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Go Direct™ Force and Acceleration Sensor
Measure pushes and pulls in the classroom or outdoors!

The Go Direct Force and Acceleration Sensor includes a force sensor, 3-axis accelerometer, and 3-axis gyroscope. Take it on a roller
coaster, swing, or slide. Suspend several Go Direct Force and Acceleration Sensors from the ceiling to perform a 3-D vector force
experiment, or attach a string to the hook and whirl it in a horizontal or vertical circle. In wireless mode, your imagination is the
only limiting factor!

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/157400

5 year
Warranty*

*Warranty excludes battery

Order Code: VR157400X £134
5 year

Warranty*

Use this sensor variety of experiments:
● Investigate Newton’s Third Law by connecting the

hooks of two force sensors with a rubber band.
● Use the force sensor to pull an object across a

surface to measure frictional forces.
● Attach the force sensor to the Centripetal Force

Apparatus to measure centripetal force and
acceleration simultaneously.

● Place sensors on Dynamics Carts to investigate
forces and accelerations in collisions.

Technical Specifications
● Force: ±50 N
● Acceleration: 3 axis, ±16 g
● Gyroscope: 3 axis, 2000°/s

Use this sensor in a variety of experiments:

● Study position, velocity, and acceleration of carts
when mounted on a track.

● Graph matching: match graphs created in
Graphical Analysis 4 software.

● Analyse the effects of air resistance on falling
coffee filters.

● Investigate simple harmonic motion by
monitoring a mass on a spring.



Go Direct™ Acceleration
Motion Measurement Made Simple!
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Technical Specifications
● Range:

        Low acceleration: ±157 m/s² (±16 g)
        High acceleration: ±1,960 m/s² (±200 g)
● Gyros: ±2,000 °/s
● Altimeter: –1,800 m to 10,000 m (-5,900 ft

to 33,000 ft)
● Angle: ±180°

Collect acceleration, rotation, and altitude data in the classroom or in the field. Go Direct Acceleration Sensor connects wirelessly
via Bluetooth® or wired via USB to your device. This 3-axis acceleration sensor has two acceleration ranges plus an altimeter and a
3-axis gyroscope. An additional channel measures the angle of the sensor’s long axis.

Order Code: VR157768X £134

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/157768
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Go Direct™ Rotary Motion Sensor
Measure angular motion easily and precisely!

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/157712

Technical Specification
● Resolution: 1° or 0.25°
● Optical Encoder: Bidirectional, quadrature encoder
● Maximum Speed:

        30 rev/s at 1° resolution
        7.5 rev/s at 0.25° resolution
● 3-step Pulley: 10 mm, 29 mm and 48 mm groove

diameter, 55 mm with O ring in groove
Order Code: VR157712X £243

The Go Direct Rotary Motion Sensor measures angular motion. Monitor angular motion easily and precisely with the Go
Direct Rotary Motion Sensor, which connects wirelessly via Bluetooth® or wired via USB to your device. The wireless
connection eliminates the cables that can get caught and tangled during rotational investigations.

5 year
Warranty*

5 year
Warranty*

*Warranty excludes battery

Use this sensor in a variety of experiments:

● Measure helmet impacts in concussion-related
investigations.

● Slip it into your pocket and pirouette or ride a half-
pipe.

● Mount this accelerometer on your bicycle or affix it
to your lab cart without any dragging cables.

Use this sensor in a variety of experiments:

● Determine position, velocity, and acceleration of
objects in angular motion.

● Measure angle increments as small as 0.25°.
● Investigate rotational dynamics, conservation of

angular momentum, pendulum motion, polarization of
light, and more



Go Direct™ Current Probe
Use to measure electric currents in circuits!
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Use this differential probe to measure the voltage in simple circuits, to study basic principles of electrochemical cells, or to
investigate the resistivity of different metals. With a range of ±15 V, this system is ideal for use in “battery and bulb” circuits. Go
Direct Voltage is capable of kHz sampling and mV resolution, so you can also use it to capture more difficult electric potentials,
such as the electromagnetic field induced in a coil by a moving magnet. This single sensor can take the place of several voltmeters
in your classroom.

Order Code: VR157496X £94

Go Direct™ Voltage Probe
The Go Direct Voltage Probe combines a wide input voltage range and
high precision, making it an excellent choice for investigations of both
AC/DC circuits and electromagnetism.

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/157496

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/157720

Technical Specification
● Range: +/- 1 A and +/- 0.1 A
● Maximum non-damaging current: 1.5 A and

0.5 A
● Typical resolution: 0.031 mA and 0.003 mA
● Connections:

        Wireless: Bluetooth
        Wired: USB

Order Code: VR157720X £100

The Go Direct Current Probe measures the electric currents in circuits.

Simplify your experimental setup with the Go Direct Current Probe. It connects wirelessly via Bluetooth® or wired via USB to
your device. The wireless connection eliminates additional cables that can clutter the lab bench.

5 year
Warranty*

5 year
Warranty*

*Warranty excludes battery

Use this sensor in a variety of experiments:
● Measure potential difference at various places in

series and parallel circuits.
● Investigate Ohm’s law in simple circuits.
● Measure the voltage across a capacitor in RC and

RLC circuits.
● Explore Faraday’s law and induced EMFs in a coil

of wire.

Use this sensor in a variety of experiments:

● Capture small currents like those produced by a
magnet falling through a coil.

● Use in combination with the Go Direct Voltage
Probe to investigate Ohm’s law or series and
parallel circuits.

● Explore RC and RLC circuits.

Technical Specification
● Input voltage range: ±15.0 V
● Maximum voltage on any input: ±15 V
● Typical resolution: 0.5 mV
● Input impedance (to ground): 10 MΩ



Go Direct™ Energy Sensor
Measure voltage and current easily!
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The Go Direct Energy Sensor quantifies the voltage, current, power, and energy output of small wind turbines and solar panels,
such as those used in our KidWind Experiment Kits. It connects wirelessly via Bluetooth® or wired via USB to your device. Simpler
to use than a multimeter, the Go Direct Energy Sensor measures the voltage and current of a renewable energy system. Connect a
source, such as a small wind turbine or solar panel, and our free Graphical Analysis app calculates the power and energy output.
For simple energy measurements, Go Direct Energy includes a fixed load of 30 Ω. For more advanced experiments, electrical
contacts are built into the sensor to connect to an external load such as the Variable Load, a resistor on Vernier Resistor Board, a
water pump, or lights.

Order Code: VR157936X £121

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/157936

Technical Specification
● Source Input Potential Range: ±30 V
● Source Input Current Range: ±1 A
● The voltage channel has a 1M ohm input impedance
● The current channel has a 1 ohm sense resistor

Go Direct™ 3-Axis Magnetic Field
The Go Direct 3-Axis Magnetic Field Sensor allows you to determine the
magnitude and direction of the magnetic field at any point in space.

Technical Specification
● Measurement range: ±5 mT and ±130 mT
● Operating temperature: –40°C to 85°C
● Dimensions: 19 cm long, wand portion 12.2 cm long. Designed to be placed inside a solenoid if needed.
● Calibration: Factory-calibrated, user does not need to calibrate.

The Go Direct 3-Axis Magnetic Field Sensor measures the components of the magnetic field along three orthogonal axes. This
allows you to determine the magnitude and direction of the magnetic field at any point in space. If desired, measure the field
along only two axes, or even one axis, choosing the direction that is best for the experiment.

Order Code: VR157344X £94

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/157344
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Use this sensor in a variety of experiments:
● Investigate the electrical energy generated by a

wind turbine or solar panel.
● Explore the effect of load on wind turbine or solar

panel output.

5 year
Warranty*

5 year
Warranty*

*Warranty excludes battery

Use this sensor in a variety of experiments:

● Quantify the magnetic field strength of induced
magnets.

● Determine the declination and inclination of the
Earth’s magnetic field at your location using
vector components.

● Investigate the relationship between magnetic
field strength, coils per unit length, and current in
the centre of a solenoid.



Go Direct™ Radiation Monitor
The Go Direct Radiation Monitor detects alpha, beta, gamma, and
X-ray radiation.
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For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/157464

Order Code: VR157464X   Price: £243

The Go Direct Radiation Monitor detects alpha, beta, gamma, and X-ray radiation. Use the Go Direct Radiation Monitor to
explore radiation statistics, measure the rate of nuclear decay, and monitor radon progeny. This easy-to-use sensor consists of a
Geiger-Mueller tube mounted in a small, rugged, plastic case. A thin window protected by a metal screen allows alpha radiation
to be detected, along with beta and gamma. Each new detection is indicated by a flashing red LED indicator and can also be
accompanied by an optional audio signal.

Technical Specification
● Sensor: LND 712 (or equivalent) halogen-quenched

GM tube with a mica end window, 1.5 to 2.0 mg/cm²
thick

● Sensitive to alpha, beta, gamma, and X-ray radiation
● Red LED blinks on radiation detection
● Optional audio signal on radiation detection

AUDIBLE
SIGNAL

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/157416

Go Direct™ Light and Colour Sensor
This powerful and versatile light sensor that measures light in the visible
to ultraviolet electromagnetic.

The Go Direct Light and Colour Sensor is a powerful and versatile light sensor that measures light in the visible to ultraviolet
electromagnetic spectrum. An RGB color sensor detects relative contributions of primary colours in light. The Go Direct Light and
Colour Sensor combines the power of multiple sensors to measure light intensity in the visible range and UV portions of the
electromagnetic spectrum.

5 year
Warranty*

*Warranty excludes battery

*Warranty excludes battery, 1 year warranty on Geiger-Muller tube

5 year
Warranty*

Use this sensor in a variety of experiments:

● Determine the half-life of an isotope.
● Investigate radiation shielding.
● Detect background radiation sources.
● Investigate beta beam bending.

Visible Light Sensor
● Wavelengths: 400–800 nm
● Range: 0 to 150,000 lux
● Maximum sampling rate: 1,000 Hz

UV Sensor
● Responsive to UVA and UVB

wavelengths
● Maximum sampling rate: 1 Hz

RGB Sensor
● Peak response: 615 nm peak

(red); 525 nm peak (green); 465
nm peak (blue)

● Maximum sampling rate: 0.5 Hz

Use this sensor in a variety of experiments:

● Explore light intensity as a function of distance.
● Conduct polarized filter studies.
● Observe the flicker of fluorescent lamps.
● Perform reflectivity studies, including colour

analysis.

Order Code: VR157416X   Price: £107
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Dynamics Cart and Track System with Go
Direct Sensor Carts
Go Trackless… or not!

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/157816

Go Direct Sensor Carts
With Go Direct Sensor Cart, students can explore force, position, velocity, and
acceleration directly on their Bluetooth-enabled device—no wires or additional
equipment required. Each cart features built-in sensors to simplify experiment
setup and allow investigations to be conducted on or off the track.

Green Cart: VR157912X £229

Yellow Cart: VR157904X £229

*Warranty excludes battery

Order Code: VR157816X   Price: £677 What’s Included:

● Go Direct Sensor Cart (green)
● Go Direct Sensor Cart (yellow)
● Combination 1.2m Track/Optics Bench
● Adjustable End Stop
● Ultra Pulley
● Pulley Bracket
● Rod Clamp
● Go Direct Sensor Cart Accessory Kit

Dynamics Cart and Track System with Go Direct® Sensor Cart and
Long Track (2.2m)

Order Code: VR157824X   Price: £867

The Dynamics Cart and Track System with Go Direct® Sensor Cart and
Long Track includes the parts listed but substitutes a 2.2 m track for
the 1.2 m track.

Use this sensor in a variety of experiments:

● Determining g on an incline
● Newton's second law
● Frictional forces
● Energy conservation's
● Impulse and momentum
● Hooks law

The Dynamics Cart and Track System with Go Direct Sensor Cart includes essential laboratory equipment for teaching dynamics and
kinematics. Using our Go Direct Sensor Cart, students can explore force, position, velocity, and acceleration directly on their
Bluetooth®-enabled device—no wires or additional equipment required. Each cart features built-in sensors to simplify experiment
setup and allow experiments to be conducted on or off the track.

Technical Specifications
● Position resolution: 0.25 mm, reported by

default at 1 mm steps
● Force range: ±50 N
● Accelerometer range: ±160 m/s²

5 year
Warranty*



Dynamics Cart and Track System
with Motion Encoder
Perfect data with every run!
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For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/157040

Data from the Cart on a Ramp experiment showing uniform
acceleration

The Dynamics Cart and Track System with Motion Encoder is a
revolutionary way for physics students to study dynamics. The Motion
Encoder adds an optical position sensing system to record cart motion
and eliminates the need for a motion detector for cart-on-track activities.

The Motion Encoder’s innovative optical motion sensor dramatically
improves data quality and simplifies experiment setup. An optical sensor
beneath the dynamics cart senses the passage of the cart over a marked
strip on the track. The position information is sent as an encoded IR signal
to a receiver at the track’s end. By avoiding the possibility of stray sound
reflections, this optical-only system provides excellent, repeatable, and
noise resistant motion data.

Because the position information is relayed by a narrow IR beam, multiple
Motion Encoder Carts can be used in a single lab. Two carts can even be
used at the same time on a single track, allowing students to study
collisions.

If you have ever been frustrated by the need to tweak the alignment of
a motion detector, you will be pleased by the data your students collect
using the Motion Encoder.

Includes:
● Combination 1.2 m or 2.2 m Dynamics Track/Optics Bench
● Motion Encoder Cart with magnetic and hook-and-pile end caps
● Motion Encoder Receiver
● Plunger Cart with magnetic and hook-and-pile end caps
● 4 hexagonal mases
● Mounting hardware for Dual-Range Force Sensor and Accelerometers
● Adjustable End Stop
● Two Adjustable Two Foot Levellers
● Motion Detector Bracket
● Motion Detector Reflector Flag
● Rod Clamp
● Two Photogate Brackets
● Ultra Pulley
● Pulley Bracket

1.2 meter Track

Order Code: VR157040X   Price: £532

2.2 Meter Track

Order Code: VR157048X   Price: £725

Upgrade kits available for the Vernier
Dynamics System, see website for
details.

5 year
Warranty

Use this sensor in a variety of experiments:
● Inverse Square Law Light Experiment
● Impulse Comparison for Elastic and Inelastic Collisions
● Hooke's Law



Dynamics Cart and Track System
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For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/157008

● Perfect for kinematics and dynamics experiments.
● Labelled locations for correct sensor attachment
● Use them with our Motion Detector.
● Roll the cart down a ramp to study constant acceleration.
● Use two carts to study momentum conservation.
● Side-mounted masses do not interfere with sensor placement
● Four masses allow variability for multiple trials
● Easily exchanged magnets and hook-and-pile tabs
● Standard cart and plunger cart are different colours
● Plunger cart has the ability to perform super-elastic collisions
● Anti-roll device keeps carts from rolling off the table when not on track

The Dynamics Cart and Track
System includes:
● Combination 1.2m or 2.2 m

dynamics track / optics bench
● Standard cart with magnetic and

hook-and-pile end caps
● Plunger cart with magnetic and

hook-and-pile end caps
● 4 hexagonal masses
● 2 Adjustable levelling feet
● Mounting hardware for Dual-

Range Force Sensor and
accelerometers

● Adjustable end stop
● Motion Detector Bracket
● Motion Detector Reflector Flag
● 2 Photogate Brackets
● Rod Clamp
● Pulley Bracket
● Ultra Pulley

Dynamics Cart and Track System
with Long Track
Order Code: VR157064X   Price: £549

This system includes the parts listed above
but substitutes a 2.2 m Track for the 1.2 m
Track.

Order Code: VR157008X   Price: £350

Use this sensor in a variety of experiments:
● Inverse Square Law Light Experiment
● Impulse Comparison for Elastic and Inelastic Collisions
● Hooke's Law

5 year
Warranty



Fan Carts
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Bumper and Launcher Kit
Contains accessories for experiments involving the Vernier
Dual-Range Force Sensor, Vernier Wireless Dynamics
System, and the Vernier Dynamics System. The accessories
allow you to perform a wide range of experiments in
kinematics and dynamics.

Includes:

● One track bracket
● One dual-magnet bumper
● One DFS end mount screw
● Two magnetic bumpers
● Two rubber bumpers
● Two hoop bumpers
● Two clay holders
● One small brick of clay

Order Code: VR106192X

Price: £116

The Fan Cart is a large fan on a lightweight cart. It offers students the ability to perform kinematics and dynamics experiments with
constant acceleration, variable mass, variable thrust, and variable thrust angle.

The fan has three speeds for studying the effect of variable thrust. Two mass bars let you change the total mass of the cart to observe
how mass affects acceleration. The fan turns on a protractor base, allowing the thrust to be directed at a known angle from the
direction of travel. In this way, students can understand vector component applications.

A sail is included to perform the fan-on-a-sailboat experiment. The sail can be mounted in two positions to study the subtle effects
of diverted airflow.

Although the cart can be used for qualitative experiments alone, most often it is used with sensors on the Dynamics Track.

Encoder Fan Cart
Use with the Motion Encoder System. The Encoder Fan Cart
requies four AA batteries (not included) and the Motion
Encoder Transmitter requires two AAA batteries (not
included).

Order Code: VR129288X

Price: £285

Fan Cart
Use with Motion Detector and the Vernier Dynamics System.
The Fan Cart requires four AA batteries (not included).

Order Code: VR129296X

Price: £137

Hoop Bumpers

Friction Pad DTS
Order Code: VR157104X   Price: £39

Order Code: VR113944X   Price: £20

Accessories

5 year
Warranty

5 year
Warranty

5 year
Warranty



Air Track
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Perfect for GCSE Physics!

Experiments Possible:
● Uniform rectilinear motion
● Uniformly accelerated rectilinear motion
● The fundamental laws of dynamics
● Isolated system
● Conservation of the centre of mass
● Momentum conservation
● Elastic collisions
● Elastic collisions against a fixed barrier
● Elastic collisions between two gliders
● Inelastic collisions
● The principle of energy conservation

Included in the set:
● Track available in 1.5m and 1.9m lengths
● 2 x Glides - use to mount accessories
● 2 x 50mm Flag with Plug
● 2 x Velcro tube with plug for inelastic collision
● experiments
● 2 x Bumper fork with plug and rubber band
● 9 x 20g slotted masses and 1x 20g mass holder
● 1 x Electromagnetic coil
● 2 x Photogate Holder - these can be customised to

mount your own photogate

1.5m Track:PH134208X   Price: £408
1.9m Track: PH134216X   Price: £443

Accessories
Photogate

Order Code: PH134256X £64

This photogate works as a switch. The infrared transmitter and receiver are mounted
and aligned on a plastic fork.
The photogate is provided with firewire/5 pin DIN connector.
Lead time: ~0.004ms.
Not compatible with Vernier interfaces.

Student Timer

Order Code: PH134248X £257

This student timer is designed to perform time measurements using two photogates.
The timer function can be activated manually: 2 timing modes, collision mode,
acceleration mode, cycle mode, count mode and so on. 2 photogates needed for
correct use.

Air Blower

Order Code: PH134232X £229

The Optika air blower is quiet and its speed can be continuously adjusted. Complete
with 1.5m hose. Mains supply 220V.

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/134208



Dynamics Kit
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The kit contains equipment and resources required for investigating the basic laws of motion and oscillation.

The Dynamics kit can be purchased with or without an interface. The interface allows any measurement to be displayed and processed.

The measurements are recorded by means of accurate and reliable light barriers. The precisely manufactured carriage with its own
propulsion is characterised by the extremely high precision of its movement.

Dynamics Kit with Interface: PH158360X £999
Dynamics Kit without Interface: PH158352X £639

Detailed instructions for 15 experiments:

● Newton’s laws (2 experiments)
● Relationship between distance and time

for uniformly accelerating motion
● Motion plots

● Free fall: acceleration due to
gravity, height of fall, speed of
fall, height of fall, time of fall

● Trajectory of horizontally
launched projectiles

● String pendulums: period of
oscillation, damping,
determination of g

● Conversation of momentum
● Elastic and inelastic collisions

● 2x Light barrier holders
● 2x Light barriers with holding rod
● Profile rail, 1000 mm
● Profile rail, 360 mm, with drill

hole
● Stackable tub with lid
● Teacher’s manual: detailed

assembly instructions, tips for
implementation, worksheets for
students, complete evaluation of
examples

● 2x Clamp sliders
● Cord, 50 m / 0.5 mm diameter
● Stand rod, 100 mm

● Coil spring, 150 mm / max. 10 N
● Coil spring, 100 mm / max. 12 N
● 2x Measurement trolleys with

threaded rod and weight
● Spoked wheel
● Pocket for free-fall experiments
● Timer flag, 100 mm
● Pair of feet for rail
● Ball, wood, 25 mm diameter
● Pendulum bob, wood, 25 mm

diameter
● Pendulum bob, steel, 25 mm

diameter
● Clamping tube

What’s Included:

● 2x Timer flags, 30 mm
● 4x Disc magnets with plugs
● 2x Buffers on rod
● 2x Rings with hook
● 2x Knurled screws for light

barrier holders
● Disc weight, 100 g
● Weight holder, 10 g
● 2x Disc weights, 10 g, red
● 2x Disc weights, 10 g, green
● Disc weight, 50 g, red
● Disc weight, 50 g, green
● Set of impact plates with 4-mm

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/158360



Air Table
By measuring the distance of dots produced by spark timer,
motion and collision experiments can be done in two
dimensions on a nearly frictionless air table.
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The objective of this experiment is to analyse the motion of an object (puck) on an air
table by investigating the dots produced by the puck on the data sheet.
You will study :
● The velocity and acceleration of an object (puck) moving in a straight line with

constant velocity and acceleration
● The motion of the puck projected horizontally with an initial velocity (projectile

motion)
● Collisions in two dimension and conservation of momentum
● Newton’s second law of motion (Atwood Machine)
● Rotational motion and conservation of the mechanical energy
● Hooke’s Law

Order Code: PH158256X   Price: £1538

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/158256
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Air and Voltage Distributor

Support Rod

Spark Timer

Pucks ( 2 pieces )
Compressor

Hose

Air Table

Pedals for Spark Timer
and Compressor

Test Paper

Air table provides a flat frictionless surface where the pucks can move almost without
friction and permits a time trace of the motion by the spark recording technique with
absence of friction. An experimental study of these dots enables us to measure the
position (x) as a function of time for the moving pucks. As an example for the interval
from t=0 to the later time t, the equitation for an object’s motion with constant
acceleration (a) in one dimension can be written as:

What’s Included:
● Air Table
● Compressor
● Hose for Compressor
● Spark Timer
● Air and Voltage Distributor
● Support Rod
● Pedals for Spark Timer and Compressor
● Pucks ( 2 pieces)
● Angle Protractor
● Height Block
● Hooks (2 pieces)
● Additional Mass (2 pieces)
● Rotation Apparatus
● Springs (2 pieces)
● Spring Holders (2 pieces)
● Pulleys (2 pieces)
● Launcher
● Velcro for Inelastic Collision (2 pieces)
● Conductive Carbon Papers (2 pieces)
● Test Paper (20 pieces)

3 year
Warranty



The Monkey and The Hunter: a Historical
Quest
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For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/136912

A spring-powered gun shoots ping-pong balls against a styrofoam ball.

The styrofoam ball is supported by an electromagnet, which is de-activated
the moment that the projectile leaves the gun.

Thus, it is possible to verify that, provided that the gun aims initially at the
styrofoam ball, the projectile always hits the styrofoam ball regardless of
how far away it is.

Teaching guide included.

Order Code: PH136912X

Price: £572

Projectile Motion and Ballistic Pendulum

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/158264

A launcher and ballistic pendulum mounted on a heavy metal base
gives consistent results for investigating conservation of momentum
and energy laws. The launcher may also be used for projectile
motion experiments. The purpose of this experiment is to determine the initial velocity of a projectile

(ball) by using a ballistic pendulum and to study projectile motion. You will
investigate;
●  The relationship between kinetic energy and potential energy in a ballistic

pendulum system
● The initial velocity of a projectile launched horizontally by analysing the

projectile motion (projectile motion)
● The horizontal distance travelled by a projectile launched at an angle above

the horizontal (projectile motion).

What’s Included:

● Experiment Main Unit: Base, Support Rod, Launcher,
Angle Scale and Angle Indicator, Pendulum Rod

● Ball Trap
● Pendulum Rod Holder
● Steel Balls (3 pieces)
● Carbon Paper (10 sheets)
● Test Paper (10 sheets)
● Experiment Manual

Order Code:PH158264X   Price: £1052

3 year
Warranty



Vernier Optics
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Turn your Dynamics Track into an Optics Bench!

Optics Expansion Kit

Vernier Colour Mix
Experiments in additive and subtractive colour mixing
can be easily and conveniently carried out using the
Vernier Colour Mixer Kit. The Colour Mixer Kit
consists of a three-colour LED illuminator with power
supply, a lens, and a double-sided screen. The
intensity of the red, blue and green LEDs can be
smoothly controlled from the light source.

Order Code: VR114784X   Price: £234

Requires one Vernier Track to serve as an optics bench.

The Vernier Optics Expansion Kit Includes:
● Three lens holders with bases
● 100 mm converging lens
● 200 mm converging lens
● -150 mm focal length lens
● Screen, holder, and base
● Combination luminous and point light source
● Light sensor holder
● Aperture screen
● Power Supply

Combination 1.2 m Track/Optics
Bench
The Combination Dynamics Track and Optical Bench is black
anodised aluminium, and includes a metric scale. Extremely
rigid, this 1.2 meter track will not sag under use. The track
includes two adjustable foot levellers.

Order Code: VR111480X   Price: £168

Add a Vernier Light Sensor
Order Code: VR105680X  Price: £77

(Requires an interface)

5 year
Warranty

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/optics

Add the Vernier Optics Expansion Kit to your
dynamics track to conduct optics experiments, such
as image formation with lenses and light intensity
vs. distance. You can even use the kit to build a basic
telescope.

Order Code: VR106184X   Price: £239

* Excludes aluminium track

Use this sensor in a variety of experiments:
● Light and Distance
● Real Images and the Thin Lens Equation
● Virtual Images and the Telescope
● Aperture and Depth of Field
● Aperture, Light Intensity, and F-Stops



Polariser/Analyser Set for Optics
Expansion Kit
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For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/127080

Mirror Set for Optics Expansion Kit

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/127104

The Polariser/Analyser Set extends the Optics Expansion Kit
to allow students to study polarisation of light. Using a Rotary
Motion Sensor* to record analyser angle, Malus’s Law
experiments are easy, detailed, and accurate.

The Polariser/Analyser Set includes a Fixed Polariser, an
Adjustable Analyser, and an Adjustable Analyser for Rotary
Motion Sensor. Add to these the Light Source and Light
Sensor Holder from the OEK, a Rotary Motion Sensor, and
the Light Sensor for a complete system for studying
polarisation.

Order Code: VR127080X

Price: £111

* See page 7 or 43 for details of the Rotary Motion Sensor

The Fixed Polariser linearly polarises the light from the Light
Source.

The Adjustable Analyser for Rotary Motion Sensor uses the
Rotary Motion Sensor to record the angle of the analyser.
The Adjustable Analyser can be placed after the Polariser to
study the curious behaviour of stacks of three polarisers.

A Light Sensor measures the transmitted light intensity,
allowing a simple Malus’s Law activity.

Specifications
● Polariser passes  vertically polarized light.

● Adjustable Analyser for Rotary Motion Sensor includes
a mount for the Vernier Rotary Motion Sensor to record
the analyser angle.

● Adjustable Analyser includes an angle scale for manual
reading of the polariser angle.

The Mirror Set for the Optics Expansion Kit extends the
kit to allow students to easily study image formation by
concave and convex mirrors.

The Mirror Set for Optics Expansion Kit includes a Half
Screen, an adjustable Concave Lens, and a fixed Convex
Lens. Use these parts with the Light Source and Screen
on the Optics Expansion Kit and the track from the
Vernier Dynamics System to observe and measure real
and virtual images cast by mirrors.

Order Code: VR127104X

Price: £77

With mirrors solidly mounted on a track acting as an optics bench, your students can quickly understand how images are formed
and located.

5 year
Warranty

5 year
Warranty



Geometrical Optics Kit with Laser Ray Box
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With this kit you can easily and quickly perform all basic geometrical optics experiments.

The laser ray box is endowed with a switch which allows three different beam configurations (1-3-5).

The high-quality optic bodies allow you to observe the trajectory of reflected and refracted beams.

Because of its good quality/price ratio and because of the number and quality of possible experiments, this kit represents the best
solution for geometrical optics experimentation for primary and secondary school.

Experiments Include:
● Reflection in a flat mirror.

● Reflection in a concave mirror.

● Reflection in a convex mirror.

● Refraction Law.

● Measure of the refraction index of a transparent solid.

● Measure of the refraction index of a transparent liquid.

● The prism and the total reflection.

● Converging lenses.

● Diverging lenses.

● System of two lenses

Order Code: PH138504X   Price: £87

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/138504

Magnetic Version of Geometrical Optics
Kit with Laser Ray Box
With this kit you can easily and quickly perform all basic geometrical optics
experiments.

The laser ray box is endowed with a switch which allows three different beam
configurations (1-3-5).

The high-quality optic bodies allow you to observe the trajectory of reflected
and refracted beams.

Because of its good quality/price ratio and because of the number and quality
of possible experiments, this kit represents the best solution for geometrical
optics experimentation for primary and secondary school..

Order Code: PH138512X   Price: £187

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/138512



Diffraction Apparatus
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For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/127456

Use the Diffraction Apparatus to map light intensity versus
position for many-slit geometries.

● Create, view and measure diffraction and interference patterns

● Red Diffraction laser provides a clear monochromatic light source

● High precision slits cast clean diffraction and interference patterns, ideal for quantitative matching of intensity vs. position

● Selectable entrance aperture restricts the width of the pattern viewed by the High sensitivity light to give excellent spatial resolution

● A precision optical encoder ensures positioning to a resolution better than 50 microns

Order Code: VR127456X

Price: £813

Requirements
The Diffraction Apparatus requires one Combination
1.2 m Track / Optics Bench to serve as an optics bench.
Sold separately.

Requires a Vernier interface.

LabQuest App 1.6 or newer required for LabQuest.

For LabQuest 2, App 2.1 or newer is required

Combination 1.2 m Track / Optics Bench:
VR111480X   Price: £176

LabQuest 2: VR127200X   Price: £425

LabQuest Mini: VR109216X   Price: £194
Optional green laser: VR127584X   Price: £325

5 year
Warranty

Use this sensor in a variety of experiments:
● Interference
● Diffraction



Spectrum Tube Carousel
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For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/spectrum

All in one Spectrum Tube Apparatus
No exposed Voltage and tubes in protective housing

The Spectrum Tube Carousel Power Supply features the same ultra-
safe design of the single version, but holds eight gas spectrum tubes
simultaneously. You can quickly switch from one gas to another
without handling the tubes.

The power supply allows your students to view spectral lines using
any of our spectrometers. Unlike other designs, there is no exposed
high voltage. The gas tubes are permanently enclosed in plastic
carries that protect the tubes from breakage. There are no through-
the-glass electrodes, so the tubes last far longer than older designs.
The included Gas Tube Fibre Optic Holder Carousel holds an optical
fibre in position.

Spectrum Tube Power Supply
Order Code: VR109664X   Price: £345

The Spectrum Tube Power Supply provides an ultra-safe means of
generating gas discharges. View the spectral lines with one of our
spectrometers such as the Vernier Emissions Spectrometer. With
no exposed high voltage, tubes are permanently enclosed in
protective plastic carriers. There are no through-the-glass
electrodes, so tubes are long lasting. One tube in energised at a
time, and there are storage slots for six more tubes. Includes
Spectrum Tube Fibre Optic Holder. All spectrum tubes are sold
separately.

Spectrum Tubes
Order Code:

Hydrogen VR109672X £59
Nitrogen VR109680X £59
Helium VR109688X £59
Neon VR109696X £59
Carbon Dioxide VR109704X £59
Air VR109712X £59
Argon VR109720X £59

Order Code: VR111456X   Price: £428

2 year
Warranty



Order Code: VR129488X   Price: £1,039

Vernier Emissions Spectrometer
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Ideal for use with the Spectrum Tube Carousel!

Specifications
● Dimensions: 10.1 cm × 7.0 cm × 4.5 cm
● Power Supply: USB powered
● Detector: Linear CCD
● Wavelength Range: 350–900 nm
● Wavelength Reporting Interval: 1 nm
● Optical Resolution: 3 nm

(as determined by the full width of half maximum
of hydrogen 434 nm peak)

● Wavelength Accuracy: ±1 nm
(as determined by hydrogen peaks)

● Unit requires Logger Pro software - see page 37 or
LabQuest 2 - see page 35

Vernier Optical Fibre
This fibre is an accessory for the Vernier Emissions
Spectrometer that allows for precise measurements of
emissions spectrum wavelengths. This fibre can also be
used with the Vernier Spectrometer and other Ocean
Optics VIS-NIR Spectrometers.

Order Code: VR129336X   Price: £114

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/157472

5 year
Warranty

Go Direct® SpectroVis® Plus Spectrophotometer
Order Code: VR157472X   Price: £548

Use with the Spectrophotometer Optical Fibre to measure emissions from
flame tests or other light sources. For more detailed emissions analysis,
consider the Vernier Emissions Spectrometer above.

Vernier Spectrophotometer Optical Fibre:

Order Code: VR157664X   Price: £96

This is an optical fibre accessory designed exclusively for emission spectrum
experiments with Vernier-branded spectrophotometers. It has a wavelength
range from 350 nm to 900 nm.

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/129488

Use this sensor in a variety of experiments:
● Spectrum of Atomic Hydrogen
● Planck’s Constant

Hydrogen emission spectrum

This is the perfect tool to conduct emissions analysis. It connects
directly to your computer or LabQuest with a standard USB cable
and gives precise measurements over a range of 350 to 900 nm.
Use the Vernier Emissions Spectrometer with or without an optical
fibre to examine spectra of light bulbs, spectrum tubes or the sun.



Wimshurst’s Electrostatic Machine
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For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/137800

Wimshurst’s Machine

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/138240

This is an economic, light and practical version of the popular
Wimshurst's Machine. Capable of generating sparks of up to
25-30mm, this generator will enable you to carry out most
significant electrostatic experiments.

Disc diameter: 30cm.

Order Code: PH138240X

Price: £89

The item has two special discs which don't deform over
the course of time.

Two Leyda decomposable bottles.

Adjustable distributor. Spark: 50-60 mm.

Disc diameter: 400 mm with disc supported by bearings
for greater stability.

Made from 100% Plexiglas
The BIGGEST on the Market

Order Code: PH137800X

Price: £769



Van De Graaff Generator
Manual and Motorised
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For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/152560
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The Van de Graaff generator is an electrostatic machine which
uses a moving belt to accumulate electrostatic charge on a
hollow metal globe on the top of a transparent and insulated
column, that allows students to see how the system operates.
It is provided with a 225 mm sphere which can generate
approximately 150 ÷ 200 KV.

Provided with electric variable speed motor or hand driving.
Discharge sphere, electrostatic plume and electrostatic whirl are
Included.

It’s possible to adjust the distance between the globe and the
discharge sphere, through an articulated joint placed on the
base.

Order Code: PH152560X   Price: £376

Dimensions:
Spheres’ diameter: 225 mm and 70 mm
Height: circa 650 mm
Base: 250 x 350 mm

Accessories Included

Electrostatic Plume

Plumes stand on due to the
repulsive force between
same charges.

Electrostatic Whirl

When placed on the
globe of the Van de Graaff
Generator, the spokes are
propelled by charge leaving
the points.



Helmholtz Coils
The magnitude of magnetic field along the horizontal axis in
Helmsholtz coil is measured with a Vernier magnetic field
probe and LabQuest 2 interface.
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The purpose of this experiment is to study the magnetic field produced by an electric current in of Helmholtz coils according to
Biot-Savart law. You will investigate :

● The magnetic field distribution along the coil axis (x-axis) passing through the centre of the both Helmholtz coils
● The strength of the magnetic field at the middle point between the Helmholtz coils.

Order Code: PH158216X   Price: £898

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/158216
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Magnetic field lines due to a circular loop of
current carrying wire.

Geometry of the Helmholtz coils. The current
flows through both coils in the same directionA Biot Savart’s Law kit is also available please visit www.inds.co.uk/s/158224

Helmholtz Coils consist of two identical circular coils mounted on a base to produce
a magnetic field between the coils. The magnetic field at the middle point of
Helmholtz Coils carrying an electrical current (I) can be calculated by:

Here, μ0 is the magnetic field constant, I is the electrical current in the single
coil, R is the radius of the circular coil and N is the number of the turns of the
single coil .

What’s Included:

● Variable DC Source
● Track 60cm
● Helmholtz Coils (2 coils)
● Probe Stand
● Probe Holder
● Probe Position Screen
● Connection Cables (3 pieces)
● Experiment Manual

Required - Sold Separately:
LabQuest 2: VR127200X £425
Magnetic Field Sensor: VR105688X £75

Alternatively use the Go Direct 3-Axis
Magnetic Field Sensor with your platform
either wirelessly by Bluetooth or wired via
USB.
Order Code: VR157344X £94

3 year
Warranty



Current Balance
In this experiment the forces acting on a current carrying wire
in a magnetic field are measured accurately with changing
current, wire length and coil angle by using a Ohaus balance,
current probe and LabQuest 2 interface.
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The purpose of this experiment is to study the force -created by a magnetic field- on a current carrying wire, which is placed in
the magnetic field. You will investigate:

● The effect of the electric current on the magnetic force,
● The effect of the wire length of current-carrying wire on the magnetic force,
● The effect of the coil angle on the magnetic force.

Order Code: PH158208X   Price: £696

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/158208
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A current-carrying wire in a uniform magnetic field experiences a force that is
usually referred to as a magnetic force. The direction of the magnetic force on a
straight wire with length l in a magnetic field is always perpendicular to both the
conductor wire and the magnetic field (B) . If we represent the segment of a wire
with a vector along the wire in the direction of the current (I) , then the magnetic
force (F) on this segment can be described mathematically by the vector product:

Force on a wire carrying current in the
magnetic field

What’s Included:
● Base
● Variable DC Source
● Conductive Wire
● Rotating Coil
● Conductor Holder
● Support Rod
● Magnet Set
● Screws
● Connection Cables
● Experiment Manuel

Required - Sold Seperately:
LabQuest 2: VR127200X £425

Ohaus Balance: CH110544X £229

High Current Sensor: VR111472X £103 A straight current carrying wire placed in an
uniform magnetic field

3 year
Warranty



Induction with Pendulum
The current produced by the relative motion of the coil or the
magnet is called induced current. The amount of the current
produced is function of the magnet pole’s gap and the
oscillation of the pendulum.
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The purpose of this experiment is to study induction in a coil caused by the change of the magnetic flux. You will investigate :
● Induced voltage by Faraday’s law
● The direction of induced Voltage by Lenz’ law
● Simple harmonic motion
● Damped oscillations

Order Code: PH158240X Price: £834

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/158240
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An induced emf (ε) in a closed path(loop or circuit) is directly proportional to the
time rate of change (dt) of the magnetic flux (dΦB ). This statement is known as
the Faraday’s Law of Induction. It can be defined as:

What’s Included:
● Experiment Main Unit
● Track
● Pendulum Rod
● Screws

Voltage vs time graph gives
information about the induced emf
of the coil

As the coil passes through the magnet, the changing magnetic flux of a N-turn coil
will produce an emf given by

Required - Sold Separately:
LabQuest 2 Interface: VR127200X £425

Rotary Motion Sensor: VR105784X £220

Voltage Probe: VR105912X £16

3 year
Warranty

Rotary Motion Sensor
Voltage Probe

Support Rod

Base

Track

Magnet Set

Induction Coil

Pendulum Rod

Angle Scale
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Mercury Free! Just use coloured water.

The Charles Law Apparatus allows us to verify the physics law
that rules the volume variations of a gas (at constant pressure)
as its temperature varies. Therefore we can measure the
dilatation coefficient (at constant pressure). The burner, the
tripod and the fire-spreading net are sold separately.

Order Code: PH135208X

Price: £242

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/135208 For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/137224

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/135496 For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/135488

Apparatus to Measure Acoustic Waves’
Velocity in Air

Charles Law Apparatus

Supplied Equipment:

1 bench 50cm

2 supports

1 loudspeaker

1 microphone with amplifier

2 leads

2 BNC leads

You will also need: (not supplied)

Acoustic signals generator

Double trace oscilloscope

Using the bench you can measure the distance l (wave length) at
which the delay is a period T. So:

V = λ / T

Order Code: PH137224X

Price: £270

Bell Jar

Made of very thick cast glass, the lower rim has been frosted
to create a perfect seal. Perfect for use with the Plate for Bell
Jar, see left.

 Dimensions: Dimensions: Ø external 235mm / internal 185mm.
Height: 315mm

Order Code: PH135496X

Price: £128

Plate for Bell Jar

The Pneumatic plate is made of ground metal to provide a perfect
seal. Also comes supplied with a disk of natural rubber to ensure an
airtight seal. It has two stopcocks, one is used to connect the vacuum
pump while the other one can be used to restore atmospheric
pressure. For use with the Glass Bell Jar, see right.

Order Code: PH135488X

Price: £94



Structures and Materials Tester
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For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/129192

Evaluate the strength of model bridges and engineered structures by measuring the applied
load with the Vernier Structures & Materials Tester. Utilising both load and displacement
sensors allows students to evaluate properties of materials (stress and strain).

The Vernier Structures & Materials Tester is the perfect device for all project-based STEM and engineering classrooms. Use the
Tester, along with the engineering design method, to design, build, and test structures, conduct bridge competitions, and investigate
and analyse beam designs and material properties.

The VSMT is equipped with a load cell and a displacement sensor. Using both sensors allowed you to record maximum breaking
loads, as well as load/displacement characteristics to allow students to evaluate stress and strain.

The top support beams of the VSMT are designed to easily slide and lock into position. Ruled markings located on the VSMT allow
you to accurately position the support beams for centre or off-centre loading.

The VSMT ships with a well-outfitted VSMT Tackle Kit that includes a 50 x 50 x 6mm  aluminium load plate, chain, rods, U-bolts, and
other accessories to make it quick and easy to load bridges, materials, beams and structures of varying sizes and shapes.

Requires either LabQuest 2 (page 35) or LabQuest Mini (page 36) interface.

Order Code: VR129192X   Price: £1,355

Truss Tester Accessory
The Truss Tester Accessory provides a fast and effective method to evaluate the
strength of trusses. Students use the tester to collect data that allows them to evaluate
parameters affecting truss strength and apply engineering design principles to improve
truss performance. Attach to the VSMT to measure the force and deflection of trusses.

Order Code: VR157240X   Price: £174

Use this sensor in a variety of experiments:
● Deflection of a Rectangular, Centre-Loaded Beam
● Beam Shape and Deflection
● Beam Modulus of Elasticity
● Study of Trusses
● Bridge Competition
● Test Methods for Chalk

5 year
Warranty



Linear Expansion of Metals
Accurate measurements are made with this simple experiment
set to measure the linear expansion coefficient of metal rods.
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The purpose of this experiment is to understand the concepts of thermal expansion of solid materials and to determine the
coefficient of linear thermal expansion for aluminium, brass and copper rods.
You will analyse:

● Linear thermal expansion of metals with increasing temperature
● The coefficient of linear expansion for each of the metal rods

Order Code: PH158296X   Price: £542

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/158296
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Most solid materials expand when heated through a temperature range that does not produce a change in the phase of the
material. This expansion is called “thermal expansion”. Over small temperature ranges, the thermal expansion of uniform
linear objects is proportional to their temperature changes. The expansion of the solid object depends on its original size and
its

What’s Included:
● Experiment Main Unit
● Temperature Control Unit
● Micrometer
● Metal Rods
● Experiment Manual

The change in length of a solid rod is
directly proportional to the change in the
temperature of the rod .

where, Δl is the increase in length,α is the coefficient of linear expansion for a given particular material, l1 is the original length
of the object and ΔT is the temperature change.

3 year
Warranty



Resonance Tube
By using resonance tube , function generator and LabQuest 2
interface the speed of sound is measured by investigating
nodes and anti-nodes of sound waves.
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The purpose of this experiment is to determine the speed of sound in a column of air inside the resonance tube experimentally
and then to compare this experimental value of the speed of sound with the theoretical value.

You will investigate:
● Propagation of sound waves in a tube
● Formation of longitudinal standing waves
● The relationship between the wave speed and wavelength of sound inside a resonance tube

Order Code: PH158280X   Price: £257

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/158280
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What’s Included:
● Resonance Tube
● Experiment Manual

Required - Sold Separately
● LabQuest 2 Interface: VR127200X £425
● Vernier Microphone: VR105696X £57
● Function Generator

The difference in tube length ΔL
between successive adjacent anti-
nodes.

Resonance tube lets you to investigate the propagation of sound waves in the tube for the measurement
of speed of sound in air. Sound waves are longitudinal waves in air. In a longitudinal wave, the oscillations
are along the line of travel (direction of the wave motion). The wave speed (v) is given by:

where, λ is the wavelength of the wave and f is the frequency. By measuring
the difference in tube length ΔL between successive adjacent antinodes
(resonances), the wavelength of the sound wave is determined as:

3 year
Warranty



Ripple Tank
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A Ripple Tank that Works!

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/135400

The Ripple Tank has the following advantages:

● Simple to assemble

● Ease of carrying out the experiment

● Results reliable and repeatable

● Excellent visual resolution of the wave front

The stroboscopic lamp is made with a highly-luminous 3W LED, which is synchronised
with the surface-wave generator.

The control unit is equipped with a digital display and allows setting or inhibiting of the
synchronism of the vibrator with the lamp, the wave amplitude modulation and its
frequency. The vibrator is of electro-dynamic type. Dimensions of the tray: 30 x 30cm.

What’s Included

● Ripple Generator - Ripple generator with power adapter. Frequency: 0-50 Hz. Switch
on/off synchro LED. Digital display.

● Vibrator - The vibrator is electro-dynamic type.

● White LED Light Source - 3W, white LED light source with both strobe and steady
modes.

● Dippers - single dipper, double dipper and dipper for parallel waves

● Barriers - For experiments on diffraction, reflection and for measuring wavelengths.

● Acrylic Lenses - Convex acrylic lens, Concave acrylic lens, Trapezium acrylic lens

● Convex Reflector

Experiments that can be carried out:

● Superficial waves on water
● Wavefront
● Wavelength
● Propagation speed
● Reflection
● Refraction
● Interference
● Stationary waves
● Diffraction

One point source dipper

Two point source dipper

Refraction using acrylic lens, convex

Plain Waves

Application Ideas

Order Code: PH135400X   Price: £475

YouTube
Demonstration

Available
Online



LabQuest® 2
The most powerful and versatile data logger ever! Gives you
the freedom to enquire and the technology to excel.
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Order Code: VR127200X
Price: £425

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/127200

REQUEST
A FREE
DEMO

To request your free demonstration
call us on 01530 832 500.

Built-in Sensors
● GPS
● 3-axis accelerometer
● Ambient temperature
● Light
● Microphone

Vernier LabQuest 2 is a standalone interface used to collect
sensor data with its built-in graphing and analysis
application. The large, high-resolution touch screen makes it
easy and intuitive to collect, analyse, and share data from
experiments. Its wireless connectivity encourages
collaboration and personalised learning. You can also use
LabQuest 2 as a USB sensor interface using Logger Pro
software or with our Graphical Analysis app for iOS, Android,
or Chrome to stream data wirelessly to one or more mobile
devices.

● Use as standalone device with all of the Vernier
Sensors including our Go Wireless Sensors.

● Connect to a Windows or Macintosh computer for
use with Logger Pro.

● Transfer data wirelessly to iPad tablets,
Chromebooks, Andorid tablets and other mobile
devices.

* Temperature probe not included.
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High resolution touch screen

● Designed for both stylus and touch
● Wide viewing angle for lab groups

Full sensor support

● Compatible with all Vernier sensors

Faster analysis

● Quick response to touch, curve fits and
modelling

Fast data collection

● 100,000 samples per second

5 year
Warranty

*

*Warranty excludes battery

Rechargeable batteries

● High-capacity, lithium-ion
rechargeable battery

Wireless connectivity

● Wi-Fi
● Bluetooth



LabQuest® Mini
LabQuest Mini is a powerful, affordable, and easy to use sensor
interface for computer-based data collection.
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For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/109216

LabQuest® Stream
The LabQuest Stream brings wireless and wired connectivity to the
mobile learning environment.

Technical Specification
● Connectivity: Bluetooth® or USB
● Supports up to 5 sensors
● Supports digital sensors
● Wireless: 10,000 samples per second
● USB: 100,000 samples per second
● Power source: rechargeable battery or USB power

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/157160

Three analogue
sensor ports

Two digital
sensor ports

USB 2.0 powered
(cable included)

Auxiliary power port
(power supply optional
extra)

Order Code: VR109216X
Price: £194

LabQuest Mini brings the power of Vernier’s award-winning LabQuest technology to teachers who don’t need the
versatility of a standalone device. The perfect solution for educators collecting data with a computer, LabQuest
Mini interfaces with Logger Pro software for unparalleled power, analysis, and curricular support.

Key features include:
● 100 kHz maximum sampling rate gives you the unrivalled power of LabQuest
● Five sensor ports give you the flexibility to choose from 71 compatible sensors
● Logger Lite software gets your students collecting, graphing and analysing data. And the best part? It’s free with

the purchase of the LabQuest Mini.

Order Code: VR157160X
Price: £265

Students have the freedom and flexibility to simultaneously
collect data from multiple Vernier sensors using a mobile
device, Chromebook™, or a computer. Just like the name
suggests, students can stream data directly to a mobile
device using Bluetooth® connectivity rather than Wi-Fi.
That’s especially important for schools where network
access may be limited or restricted. In addition, LabQuest
Stream includes USB connectivity, which allows it to connect
directly to a Chromebook or a computer when needed.
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5 year
Warranty

5 year
Warranty*

*Warranty excludes battery



Logger Pro 3
Setting the standard in data logging software
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Use powerful analysis tools
● Draw predictions on graphs prior to collecting

data.
● Determine statistical information about data.
● Perform a linear regression.
● Fit a curve to data.
● Model data with an equation.
● Perform Fast Fourier Transform

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/105392

Real-Time Graphing and Powerful Analytical Tools
● Logger Pro is the ideal companion for LabQuest 2.

Collect data remotely or straight onto your computer.

● Logger Pro is the most popular data-collection program in science education. Why? Teachers tell us that students find our
software to be very easy and intuitive to use.

● One program does it all - for one low price - for all of your computers and your students’ personal computers.

● Think of Logger Pro as the digital data hub of your classroom and lab. It can gather data from a variety of sources, including
LabQuest 2, Ohaus balances, spectrometers, manual entry, and more.

Vernier LabQuest 2

Collect live data from
LabQuest 2, retrieve existing
data or open saved files on

LabQuest. Compatible with 84
different sensors.

Vernier Mini GC
Collect and analyse GC data
with peak analysis features.

Vernier LabQuest Mini Connect a LabQuest Mini and
use 71 different sensors.

Video Clips
Capture video clips and

synchronise with sensor data
or perform video analysis.

Spectrometers
Collect data directly from

Ocean Optics spectrometers
and Vernier SpectroVis Plus

Manual Entry
Enter data manually, do

further analysis or write lab
reports.

Logger Pro is compatible with:
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Logger Pro 3 includes a site license for your entire school, college or
university department.

● Site license includes home computers of both students and
faculty. Let them take it home!

● No need to count computers to satisfy licensing.
● Download anytime and distribute to students from online

account.
● Logger Pro 3 updates are free

Order Code: VR105392X
Price: £324

System requirements
● Windows® 7 (32 or 64-bit) / 8 (32-bit or 64-bit) / 8.1

(32-bit or 64-bit) / 10 (32-bit or 64-bit).
● Mac OS® X 10.13/10.12/10.11/10.10



Physics Sensors
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Accelerometers
We have 3 accelerometers designed for different uses. These small devices can be mounted on objects to study motion. All accelerometers are
individually calibrated.

Low-g Accelerometer 3-Axis Accelerometer 25-g Accelerometer

Order Code: VR105480X   Price: £116
This is the best choice for most experiments.
Use it for studying the one-dimensional
motion of a car (real and toy), elevator,
pendulum bob, or theme park rides.

Order Code: VR105464X   Price: £129
Use this to study the complex motion of an
theme park, a bungee jump, or simply a toss
in the air.

Order Code: VR105472X   Price: £120
Choose this for studying one-dimensional
collisions or any motion with larger
accelerations.

Range: ±50 m/s²
Typical Accuracy: ±0.1 m/s²

Range: ±250 m/s²
Typical Accuracy: ±1 m/s²

Range: ±50 m/s²
Typical Accuracy: ±0.5 m/s²

Current Probe High Current Probe
Order Code: VR105536X   Price: £51

Use the Current Probe to measure currents in low-voltage AC
and DC circuits. With a range of ±0.6 A, this probe is ideal for
use in most battery and bulb circuits.  Use to explore series and
parallel circuits. It can also be used in electrochemistry
experiments.
Range: -0.6 to +0.6 A
Sense Resistor: 0.1 Ω
Resolution: 0.3 mA

Great Ways to Use This Sensor
Physics
● Ohm’s law
● Series and parallel circuits

Chemistry
● Electroplating
● Determining Avogadro’s number

Environmental Science
● Solar energy: photovoltaic cells
● Wind energy

Order Code: VR111472X   Price: £103

The High Current Sensor has a range of ±10 A. The sensor uses
a Hall Effect chip, so it does not add a resistive element to the
circuit. A metal shield over the Hall Effect chip reduces the
influence of external magnets. A replaceable fuse protects the
equipment and circuit.
Range: 10A; maximum voltage input 40V
Typical resolution with a Vernier Interface: 4.9mA

Great Ways to Use This Sensor
Innovative Uses
● Record currents from a solar panel
● Record currents from popular hand-held generators
● Record current in do-it-yourself projects with larger current,

such as wind generators

5 year
Warranty

5 year
Warranty

Great Ways to Use These Sensors!
Physics
● Bungee Jump Accelerations
● Newton’s Second Law
● Centripetal Acceleration on a Turntable
● Acceleration on a merry-go-round.

Human Physiology
● Neuromuscular Reflexes

Innovative Uses
● Accelerations on the half pipe
● Accelerations in snowboarding

5 year
Warranty

Sensors compatible with LabQuest Interfaces



Physics Sensors
Sensors compatible with LabQuest Interfaces
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Charge Sensor

Order Code: VR105504X   Price: £103

Use the Charge Sensor as an electronic electroscope to obtain
quantitative measurements when studying charging by induction,
friction, or contact.
● A 0.01 µF input capacitor makes it possible for this extremely high

impedance voltage sensor to be used in many electrostatic
experiments.

● Range switch allows you to adjust sensitivity.
● Zero switch discharges the input capacitor between runs.

Ranges: ±0.5 V (± 5 nC), ±2 V (± 20 nC), ±10 V (±- 100 nC)

Innovative Uses
● Use as electronic electroscope
● Charging by induction, friction and contact
● Measure charge polarity

Electrostatics Kit

Order Code: VR100688X £155

The Electrostatics Kit is an accessory
for the Charge Sensor. The kit includes
a Faraday pail and cage, grounding
plane, grounding wires and wrist
strap, charge producers and proof
plane, wool, vinyl, nylon rod, PVC rod
and a cotton cloth.

Order Code: VR100696X £376

This kit includes an electrostatics
voltage source (output 750, 1500,
3000, 6000 V DC) and two conducting
spheres. Extremely low output
current makes this device safe for
classroom use.

5 year
Warranty

Energy Sensor
Order Code: VR129360X   Price: £114

The Vernier Energy Sensor offers an easy way to quantify voltage,
current, power and energy output of small wind turbines and solar
panels, such as those used in our KidWind Experiment Kits.

The Energy Sensor measures the current and voltage of the
system. Data-collection and analysis software, such as Logger Pro
or LabQuest App, then calculates the power and energy output.
Source input potential range: ± 30 V
Source Input Current Range: ± 1000 mA

Great Ways to Use this Sensor!
Environmental Science
● Blade variables and power output
● Exploring solar panels
● Turbine efficiency

Physics
● Voltage and circuits
● Current and resistors
● Power curves

5 year
Warranty

Dual-Range Force Sensor
Order Code: VR105568X   Price: £142
Our Dual-Range Force Sensor can be easily
mounted on a ring stand or dynamics cart
or used as a replacement for a hand-held
spring scale.
Range: ± 10 N, ± 50 N
Resolution: 0.01N, 0.05N

Great Ways to Use this Sensor!
Physics
● Newton’s second law
● Newton’s third law
● Static and kinetic friction
● Impulse and momentum

Dual-Range Force Sensor Accessories

Bumper and Launcher Kit - see page 14 for information

Air Track Adapter - VR106104X   Price: £88

Allows a Dual-Range Force Sensor to be mounted on the end of an air
track for collision studies. Compatible with most air tracks. Included
two magnetic bumpers.

Force Table Adapter - VR106112X   Price: £47

Use a Dual-Range Force Sensor with a force table for resolution of
vectors experiment. Includes mounting clamp.

Middle School
● Friction
● First-class levers

Physical Science
● Friction forces
● Pulleys

5 year
Warranty

Force Plate
Order Code: VR105600X   Price: £376

The Force Plate is a large force sensor - tough enough to jump on.
About the size and shape of a bathroom scale, the Force Plate has
two ranges, one reading up to 3500N and the other up to 800N.
Two handles are included for pushing and pulling. Additional pairs
of handles are available (VR106176X £33)
Range: -850 to 3500N and -200 to 850N
Typical resolution: 1.2N or 0.3N

Great Ways to Use this Sensor!
Innovative Uses
● Study the dynamics or jumping and walking.
● Study how normal force on your feet changes during an elevator

ride.
● Try pushing a car across a car park.
● Use two Force Plates to study Newton’s third law.

5 year
Warranty



Physics Sensors
Sensors compatible with LabQuest Interfaces
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Microphone
5 year
Warranty

Order Code: VR105696X   Price: £57

Use our Microphone to display and study the waveforms of
sounds from voices and musical instruments. It is appropriate
for speed of sound experiments.

Great Ways to Use this Sensor!
Physics
● Sound waves and beats
● Tones, vowels, and telephones
● Investigate musical scales
● Speed of sound
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Instrumentation Amplifier
Order Code: VR105640X   Price: £103

The Instrumentation Amplifier is used to amplify small signals so
they can be measured with a Vernier interface. The input
bandwidth of 10 kHz allows to capture of higher frequency
signals. The Instrumentation Amplifier monitors voltages from 20
mV to 1 V full scale (DC or AC). It has six switch settings to allow
you to select the best gain. It is often used to amplify the chart
recorder or analogue output of an instrument, such as a third-
party gas chromatograph. You can also use the Instrumentation
Amplifier to measure small induced currents in coils.
Range settings: 0 to 20 mV, 0 to 200 mV, 0 to 1V, ±20 mV, ± 200
mV, ± 1 V

Great Ways to Use this Sensor!
Innovative Uses
● Investigating resistivity
● Use to amplify signals from third-party laboratory equipment
● Use to replace a strip-chart recorder for recording instrument

data

5 year
Warranty Light Sensor

Order Code: VR105680X   Price: £77

Our Light Sensor approximates the human eye in spectral response and
can be used over three different illumination ranges that you can select
with a switch. Use it for inverse-square law experiments or for studying
polarisers, reflectivity or solar energy.
Low Range: 0 to 600 lux
Medium Range: 0 to 6000 lux
High Range: 0 to 150,000 lux

Great Ways to Use this Sensor!
Physics
● Polarisation of light
● Inverse square law
● Muscle function analysis

Physical Science
● Reflectivity of light
● Polaroid filters
● How bright is the light?

Earth Science
● Reflection and absorption of light
● Photovoltaic cells
● Measuring particulates

5 year
Warranty

Magnetic Field Sensor
Order Code: VR105688X   Price: £75

Use the Magnetic Field Sensor to study the field around permanent
magnets, coils, and electrical devices.

● Sensitive enough to measure the Earth’s magnetic field.
● Sensor tip flexes 90O for convenience in aligning with the

magnetic field being studied.

Low sensitivity range: ± 6.4 millitesla (mT)
High sensitivity range: ± 0.32 mT

Great Ways to Use this Sensor!
Physics
● The magnetic field in a coil
● The magnetic field in a slinky
● The magnetic field of a permanent magnet

Physical Science
● Electromagnets

5 year
Warranty
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Radiation Monitor
5 year

Warranty*

Order Code: VR128120X   Price: £220

Use the Vernier Radiation Monitor to explore radiation
statistics, measure the rate of nuclear decay, and monitor
radon progeny. This easy-to-use sensor consists of a Geiger-
Mueller tube mounted in a small, rugged, plastic case. A thin
window protected by a metal screen allows alpha radiation
to be detected, along with beta and gamma. Each new
detection is indicated by a flashing red LED light and can also
include an optional audio signal. This sensor requires no
battery and is powered by the data-collection interface.

● Sensor: LND 712 (or equivalent) halogen-quenched GM
tube with a mica end window, 1.5 to 2.0 mg/cm² thick

● Sensitive to alpha, beta,
gamma, and X-ray radiation

● Powered by interface
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Motion Detector
Order Code: VR105704X   Price: £116

The Motion Detector uses ultrasound to measure the position of
carts, balls, people and other objects.

● Measure objects as close as 15cm and as far away as 6m.
● Sensitivity switch reduces noise and produces a higher quality

data for studying dynamics carts on tracks.
● Attaches easily to the Vernier Dynamics System.
● Pivoting head allows for flexibility in the experimental setup.

5 year
Warranty Power Amplifier

Order Code: VR105752X   Price: £312

Drive loads with ±10 V and currents up to 1 A with the Vernier
Power Amplifier. The Power Amplifier can drive a variety of loads,
including speakers, lamps, motors, and circuits, using sine, square,
and other waveforms.
● Utilises internal feedback for accurate AC waveforms and DC

levels.
● Provides a steady, linearly controlled DC output for driving

loads, including DC motors, and precise AC waveforms for
driving things, such as speakers or RLC circuits.

● Current limited to protect against overload and shorting.
● Current monitor function logs current.
● Class A-B push-pull amplifier provides low distortion with good

efficiency.
Frequency Response: DC−20 kHz
(−3 db @ 20 kHz, flat to ~15 kHz)
Output impedance: <1 Ω

5 year
Warranty

Pyranometer
Order Code: VR113904X   Price: £291

The Vernier Pyranometer measures the power of electromagnetic
radiation in watts per square meter. It is sensitive to the near
infrared, visible, and UV ranges, where nearly all of the solar
energy is concentrated. It is great for experiments with solar cells
and calculating their efficiency.
The sensor is weatherproof and
has a dome-shaped top to allow
it to work with a wide range of
sun angles. The Pyranometer has
a 6 m cable.
Irradiance range: 0 to 1100 W/m2

Absolute accuracy: ±5%
Cosine response: 45O  ±1%, 75O

±5%

Great Ways to Use this Sensor!
Environmental Science
● Monitor the energy from the sun
● Determine the efficiency of a solar panel
● As a control in solar panel studies

5 year
Warranty

Motion Detector Clamp
Order Code: VR106384X £13

The Motion Detector Clamp
attaches to the back of the
Motion Detector or Go!Motion.
The clamp can be attached to a
variety of objects such as table
tops and ring stands.

Go!Motion
Order Code: VR105424X £161

The Go!Motion has the same
features as our Motion Detector
but connects directly to your
computer (Windows and Mac),
Chromebook or LabQuest by USB
- no other equipment needed.

Great Ways to Use this Sensor!
Physics
● Produce standing wave patterns by vibrating one end of a string
● Investigate longitudinal resonance by oscillating a spring with a

mass attached
● Study how resistance changes with heat by supplying a low

frequency waveform to a incandescent lamp
● Study RC and RLC circuits

Great Ways to Use this Sensor!
Physics - Nuclear Radiation
● Distance and radiation
● Lifetime measurement
● Counting statistics
● Background radiation sources

Power Amplifier Accessory
Speaker
Order Code: VR100704X   £163

Use to study study mechanical waves on strings and springs.

*Warranty excludes Geiger-Muller Tube



Order Code: VR158096X   Price: £121

The Go Direct Sound Sensor is used to easily capture and evaluate
waveforms. It directly connects via Bluetooth® wireless technology
or wired via USB. Collect sound data wirelessly with the snap of
your fingers. With sound-triggered data collection, Go Direct®
Sound provides students with an easy way to capture and evaluate
waveforms. Measure wave amplitude and sound intensity level at
the same time to investigate the decibel scale, or take the sensor
outside the classroom to discover sounds in their natural
environment.

Response: A- or C-weighted
Range: 55–110 dB
Accuracy: ±3 dB
Resolution: 0.1 dB
Sound Level Frequency Range:
30–10,000 Hz
Microphone Level Frequency
Range: 100 Hz to 15 kHz
Typical Max Frequency: 10,000 Hz

Physics Sensors
Sensors compatible with LabQuest Interfaces
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Go Direct® Sound
5 year
Warranty
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Photogate
Order Code: VR105744X   Price: £64

Use the Vernier
Photogate to study
free fall, rolling
objects, collisions
and pendulums.

● Use the build-in laser detector to create a photogate through
which you could drive a truck.

● Connect up to four gates in a chain.
● Includes an accessory rod for attachment to a ring stand or

for adding the Ultra Pulley Attachment.

5 year
Warranty

Sound Level Sensor
Order Code: VR132920X   Price: £90

The Sound Level Sensor allows you to easily measure sound level
in decibels (dB) in many school settings. It is A-weighted,meaning
it responds to sound loudness the same way the human ear does.
It measures sound level to within 3 dB along a single range from
55 to 110 dB, with no need to switch between ranges during an
experiment. When used with a Vernier interface, you can monitor
classroom sound levels, measure reverberation time, and
investigate sound insulation.
If you are interested in collecting sound waveforms, use the
Vernier Microphone.
Range: 55 to 110 dB
Accuracy: ±3 dB
Resolution: 0.1 dB
Frequency Range: 30 to 10,000 Hz

Great Ways to Use this Sensor!
Innovative Uses
● Investigate room acoustics and sound insulation
● Measuring sound levels at a pep rally
● Investigate traffic noise

5 year
Warranty

Ultra Pulley Attachment

Order Code: VR106448X   Price: £31

Add an Ultra Pulley to your photogate to monitor motion as a spring
passes over the pulley or as the pulley rolls along a table.

Picket Fence

Order Code: VR106456X   Price: £12

Our Picket Fence has eight opaque bars silk-screened at intervals
of 5cm directly onto clear plastic. These devices are especially good
for dropping through a photogate to study free fall.

Cart Picket Fence

Order Code: VR106496X   Price: £8

Attaches to Vernier Dynamics Carts.

Great Ways to Use this Sensor!
Physics
● Determine the acceleration due to gravity
● Determine the speed of a rolling object
● Measure acceleration in an Atwood’s machine
● Measure pendulum periods

Laser Pointer

Order Code: VR106472X   Price: £25

This Class 2 (<1 mW) laser pointer can be used with the Vernier
Photogate to produce a gate that is wider than
the normal 7.5 cm spacing, making it possible to measure the speed of
an automobile or of a person running.
The wavelength of the light is 650 nm.

Laser Pointer Stand

Order Code: VR106480X   Price: £18

This light-weight tripod is a perfect support for the Laser Pointer. The
stand features fold-out legs and a clip attached to the adjustable ball.

Pulley Bracket

Order Code: VR106488X   Price: £16

The Pulley Bracket attaches an Ultra Pulley to the end of a Vernier
Dynamics Track.

Photogate Bar Tape Kit

Order Code: VR100440X   Price: £22

The Photogate Bar Tape Kit contains a flexible plastic tape and a guide
that allows the tape to be used with a Vernier Photogate. The tape can
be attached to objects and pulled through the photogate. This allows
you to perform experiments like you would do with a ticker tape timer.
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Differential Voltage Probe
Order Code: VR105544X   Price: £51

The Differential Voltage Probe is designed for exploring basic
principles of electricity, including series and parallel circuits.
● Ideal for use in most battery and bulb circuits
● Can be used to study low-voltage AC and DC circuits
● Combine with a Current Probe to explore Ohm’s law, phase

relationships, and much more
This sensor differs from our Voltage Probe (see below) in that neither
of the clips are grounded, making it possible to use two probes in the
same circuit simultaneously.
Range: ±6.0 V
Input impedance: 10 MΩ
Resolution: 3.1 mV

Great Ways to Use this Sensor!
Physics
● Ohm’s law
● Series and parallel circuits
● Electrical energy
● Capacitors

Physical Science
● Battery and bulb investigations

5 year
Warranty
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Voltage Probe
Order Code: VR105912X   Price: £16

This Voltage Probe can be used to measure the potential
in direct-current or alternating-current circuits. In chemistry,
physical science, or middle school science classes, the Voltage
Probe can be used to measure voltages developed in a variety of
electrochemical (voltaic) cells.
Range: ±10 V
Resolution: e 0.005 V (5 mV)

30-Volt Voltage Probe

Order Code: VR113560X   Price: £64

This sensor is used to measure voltages in the range of −30 to
+30 volts. Use this sensor in experiments that involve voltages
larger than 10 volts, such as when working with large solar
panels. Since this voltage probe covers such a wide voltage
range, its resolution is lower than our Differential Voltage Probe,
which we recommend for most experiments.
Range: ±30 V

Great Ways to Use this Sensor!
Physics
● Capacitor charging

Order Code: VR105784X   Price: £220

Monitor angular motion precisely and easily with the Rotary
Motion Sensor.
● Collect angular displacement, angular velocity, and angular

acceleration data
● Direction sensitive
● Measure linear position to a fraction of a millimetre

Standard resolution: 1.0° (angular
velocity up to 30 rev/s)
High Resolution: 0.25° (angular velocity
up to 7.5 rev/s)

Rotary Motion Sensor 5 year
Warranty

Great Ways to Use This Sensor
Physics
● Atwood’s machine experiments
● Measuring moments of inertia

● Torque experiments
● Physical pendulum
● Conservation of angular

momentum

Rotary Motion Accessory Kit

Order Code: VR106544X £143

This accessory kit is used to study the motion of
a physical pendulum; the rotational inertia of
disks, rings, and point masses; and the
conservation angular momentum. The kit
includes

●2 8.9 cm diameter, 0.6 cm thick solid
aluminium disks
●1 steel disk with 2.9 cm central hole
●1 plastic hub to hold the steel disk on the
3-step pulley
●1 38 cm hollow aluminium rod
●1 Ultra Pulley
●1 Ultra Pulley Swivel Mount, which allows
the pulley to be mounted

Rotary Motion Motor Kit

Order Code: VR106552X £16

This kit includes a small electric
motor with pulley, rubber band
belt, motor clip, and mounting
screw. The motor can be
attached to the Rotary Motion
Sensor, and it can be used as
an analogue tachometer or
generator. You can also
perform experiments that
investigate motor efficiency in
different conditions.

UVA and UVB Sensors
UVA Sensor Order Code: VR105896X   Price: £142
UVB Sensor Order Code: VR105904X   Price: £143
We have two different sensors for measuring the intensity of
ultraviolet radiation. One responds primarily to UVA radiation (320
to 375 nm), and the other responds primarily to UVB radiation (270
to 320 nm). UVB radiation is commonly associated with sunburns,
cataracts, and skin cancer. UVA radiation, while responsible for
suntans, is also a cause of premature aging of the skin and some
types of skin cancer. Which sensor you use will depend upon the
particular experiment you want to perform.

UVA Sensor—Great for use with
UV lamps.
Range: 0 to 18,000 mW/m²
Wavelength sensitivity region:
approximately 320 to 375 nm
UV peak sensitivity: at 340 nm
Resolution: 5 mW/m²

UVB Sensor—Great for use in the sun.
Range 0 to 900 mW/m²
Wavelength sensitivity region: approximately 270 to 320 nm
UV peak sensitivity at 300 nm
Resolution: 0.25 mW/m2

5 year
Warranty

5 year
Warranty

5 year
Warranty



Order Code: VR105872X   Price: £90

The Thermocouple uses type-K thermocouple wire to measure
temperatures between −200°C and 1400°C.
● Measure liquid nitrogen temperatures at −196°C and flame

temperatures up to 1400°C.
● Internal ice-point compensation means you do not need to place

a reference wire in an ice-water bath.
● Individually calibrated.

Range: −200 to 1400°C
Typical Accuracy: 0 to 900°C: ±2°C, −200 to 0°C: ±5°C, 900 to 1400°C:
±15°C

Physics Sensors
Sensors compatible with LabQuest Interfaces
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Thermocouple
5 year
Warranty

Great Ways to Use This Sensor
Innovative Uses
● Compare the temperature at different parts of a flame
● Compare the temperature of different flames
● Temperature cycles of an oven
● Monitor temperature of liquid nitrogen or dry ice
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Stainless Steel Temperature Probe
Order Code: VR105856X   Price: £38

This rugged and durable temperature probe has a sealed
stainless steel shaft and tip that can be used in organic
liquids, salt solutions, acids, and bases.
Range: −40 to 135°C

Great Ways to Use this Sensor!
Physics
● Newton’s law of cooling

Chemistry
● Endothermic and exothermic reactions
● Freezing and melting of water
● Heat of fusion of ice
● Evaporation and intermolecular attractions

Biology
● Energy in food
● Biodiversity and ecosystems
● Aerobic respiration

Physical Science
● Boiling temperature of water
●  Freezing temperature of water
● Insulation

5 year
Warranty Surface Temperature Sensor

Order Code: VR105864X   Price: £30

Featuring an exposed thermistor that results in an extremely
rapid response time, the Surface Temperature Sensor is ideal for
situations in which low thermal mass or flexibility is required. It is also
good for skin temperature measurements. This design allows for use in
air and water.
Range: −25 to 125°C

Great Ways to Use this Sensor!
Human Physiology
● Warming function of nasal passageways
● Effect of vascularity on skin temperature recovery

Environmental Science
● Effect of temperature on solar panel output

Innovative Uses
● Investigate skin temperature
● Study temperature variation in a room

5 year
Warranty



Physics Lab Books
Enhance your curriculum with our award-winning lab books
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Physics with Vernier

Appropriate for Secondary, Sixth Form and University.

Topics include mechanics, sound, light, electricity, magnetism and more.

Digital copy: VR134736X £49

Hard copy: VR106848X £62

For a full list of experiments and required sensors see www.inds.co.uk/s/106848

Advanced Physics with Vernier - Mechanics

Appropriate for Secondary, Sixth Form and University.

Experiments designed for interactive teaching style, with planned moments for teacher
or student-led discussions.

Digital copy: VR134752X £49

Hard Copy: VR114792X £62

For a full list of experiments and required sensors see www.inds.co.uk/s/114792

Advanced Physics with Vernier - Beyond Mechanics

Appropriate for Secondary, Sixth Form and University

Instructor Information sections for each experiment include discussions on how to
guide students through a successful activity. The book includes many extensions to
challenge the most talented students.

Digital copy: VR134760X £49

Hard Copy: VR127448X £62

For a full list of experiments and required sensors see www.inds.co.uk/s/127448

Physics with Video Analysis

Appropriate for Secondary, Sixth Form and University.

Topics include kinematics, dynamics, circuits, sound and electrostatics.

Digital copy: VR134744X £49

Hard Copy: VR100016X £62

For a full list of experiments and required sensors see www.inds.co.uk/s/100016
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Physics Packages
Get started with Vernier the easy way, with our Physics packages.
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Deluxe Package

Starter Package

Go Direct Motion Go Direct Force and
Acceleration Sensor

Go Direct Voltage Go Direct Current

Go Direct Photogate Go Direct
Acceleration

Go Direct Light and
Colour

Ultra Pulley
Attachment

Picket Fence Go Direct Sound Go Direct 3-Axis
Magnetic Field

Go Direct Current
Probe

Order Code: VR152816X £1,182

Order Code: VR152808X £462

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/physicspackages

Go Direct sensors are perfect for
educators who:
● Are new to probeware
● Plan to equip a new school
● Are already using Chromebooks

and mobile devices

Connects directly via USB or Bluetooth

2-4 students per package

Works with your existing device

Collect data with the Free Graphical Analysis 4 app
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Also from IDS…

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/biology

To request a catalogue, please go to www.inds.co.uk/s/catalogue

Chemistry

All prices exclude VAT & delivery. Valid until 31/03/2019. Errors and omissions excluded. Prices are correct
at time of going to press, however due to currency volatility prices are subject to change without notice.

Find the perfect sensors and lab equipment for the subjects you teach. Vernier sensors are versatile - no
matter which science you teach, we have options for data collection.
Many sensors can be used across several subject areas allowing departments to share resources and
maximise use of technology for hands-on experimentation.

Biology

For more information, go to www.inds.co.uk/s/chemistry

A huge selection in our Biology range to
enhance both teaching and learning -

● Data logging

● Microscopes

● Skeletons and models

● Prepared microscope slides

● Digital microscopes

A wide variety in our Chemistry range
to enhance both teaching and
learning -

● Data logging

● Melt Station

● Spectrometers

● Polarimeters

● Mini Gas Chromatograph


